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Michael Lambart’s banging EP gets a makeover from some 
City Wall producers of new and old. Whereas the originals 
are basically straight down the line club techno, this lot 
provide a much more eclectic bag. Michael Lambart’s 
samples provided a varied palette of sound for the 
remixers to go to work with, most notably the strong synth 
pulse of In Your Head and the gritty distorted grooves of 
Sharp Waves. So TWIST3D and Nelman both keep things 
close to the originals and provide a couple of absolute 
bangers. While if you’re after gritty, hard edged techno 
then look no further than the Smophor and Dorian Gray 
reworks. Furthermore, if you want something a little more 
alternative then be sure to reach for the Tuomas Rantanen, 
Patrex or Danijel Vasiljevic remixes. All in all a fine cross-
section of sound. 

 

Press Release 

 

In Your Head (TWIST3D Remix) 
This one stays close to the original but gives a little extra swagger and stomp. 

 

In Your Head (Smophor Remix) 
Smophor presents a real nice and tight techno number that revolves around the neat vocal snippet. 
 

In Your Head (Tuomas Rantanen Remix) 
Tuomas Rantanen takes things to a different vibe with this reflective journey piece. 

 

Therion (Patrex Remix) 
As usual Patrex’s work here is ultra-deep and uniquely thought through, progressive tech at its best. 

 

In Your Head (Danijel Vasiljevic Remix) 
Hard distorted beats and bass rudely accompanied by shredded SFX, all amid echoes of the original pulse. 
 

Sharp Waves (Nelman Remix) 
Nelman takes no prisoners in this thumping, screaming belter. Hold on tight! 

 

Sharp Waves (Tuomas Rantanen Remix) 
A really fine tapestry that weaves alternative beats with a variety of smoky burnt textures. 

 

Sharp Waves (Dorian Gray Remix) 
An acid squelch breakdown and bass heavy beat mean this one has dancefloor written all over it. 
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